Camray Plus 4-Color Process Inks

- **Ink Number** | **Description** | **Tack**
- A130620 | Camray Plus Process Black | 14.5
- A130621 | Camray Plus Process Cyan | 14.0
- A130622 | Camray Plus Process Magenta* | 12.5
- A130623 | Camray Plus Process Yellow | 10.5

*B/S magenta in keeping with the color balance of Pacific rim process sets.

A130622Y, a yellow shade magenta similar to SWOP standards is also available.

Tack readings are @ 1200 RPM, 1 minute 90º Fahrenheit, on a Thwing Albert 101 Inkometer.

**Application**

Camray Plus is a very quick setting process series with color balance similar to Pacific Rim process sets. It is equally suited to the unique inking and dampening systems of large and small format multi-unit presses. Camray Plus is faster drying and has better scuff resistance than Camray.

**Features & Benefits**

- **Set Speed**
  
  Set speeds and surface dry times are among the fastest of Pacific Rim quick-set process inks. Camray Plus Inks are specifically formulated for work & turn/tumble and print-on-demand jobs on C1S & C2S offset stock. Camray Plus is not recommended for printing on non-porous substrates.

- **Stay-Open**
  
  Camray Plus will stay-open for 1-2 days depending upon ambient conditions.

- **Scuff Resistance**
  
  Camray Plus has excellent scuff resistance when fully cured.

- **Transfer**
  
  Camray Plus has excellent transferability from plate to blanket and substrate.

- **Post Processing**
  
  This is a finishing friendly set, but pre-testing is necessary for establishing suitability with laser imprinting. Highly alkaline coatings such as Krystal Kote are not advisable, but use of A130622Y alleviates these concerns.